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The remarkable lAngbanite structure type: Crystal structure, chemical crystallography,
and relation to some other cation close-packed structures
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ABSTRACT

Lf,ngbanite, which is trigonal polar with a: 11.563(2), c: ll.l00(2) A, space group
P3lm, Z : 3, end-member formula Mn?*Md+Sbs*Si1*O24, has 33 unique atoms in the
asymmetric unit, 13 of which are cations and 20 of which are anions. This extraordinary
structure is based on "double hexagonal" close packing of cations in the sequence .ABAC.
: .ch.;R :0.065 for 3654 unique reflections.

In lingbanite, no polyhedral faces are shared, but 45.50/o (240) ofthe 528 edges in the
unit cell are shared. As a result of cation-cation repulsion, these are among the shortest
edges for their respective polyhedra. Polyhedral distance averages are [6rSbs*-o 1.99,
t6rM(l)'?+-O 2.30, t6tM(2),*-O 2.23, t8rc(5)r+-O 2.32, t5tM(6)3*-O 1.98, t6rM(3)3+-O 2.04,
t6rM(4)3+-O 2.03, tut1417;r*-O 2.04, t61M(8)3+-O 2.03, tot1419;r*-O 2.07, t.rsi(l)-O 1.63, r4'Si(2)-O
1.62, and rrS(3)-O 1.56 A, with M principally MnornFeo,,.

Unlike the cations, the anion arrangement is not based on principles of close packing.
The structure is conceived as consisting of four discrete layers which link by corner and
edge sharing. At z:0, the l[Mn!+SU+Or4] ordered brucitelike sheet has a 3[Mi*Or] unit
that mimics the octahedral sheet of spinel along [111]. At Z: h, the L[Mni+O6(SiOo)-
(SiO4)rOr8l unit relates to a sheet in schairerite, Nar,(SOo)rFuCl, and to the fundamental
1[Fe3+Ou@O"XPO.)r(PO4)u] sheet in mitridatite. At z : lz, the r-lMn!+OuMn!+Orrl sheet
relates to pyrochlore and the large alunite-jarosite family. At z :34, the l[Mn!.O3(SiO4)3-
O'sO.l sheet is based on Mn3+OO, islands of three Mn3*-O atom distorted octahedra
comprising three shared edges and one shared vertex, all nearly in a plane. This highly
strained sheet mimics the sheets in the important cement phase alite, carosioo.

The difference a (A; between positions of atoms of ldngbanite's sheet at z: t/q and those
of the related sheet in schairerite is 0.48 A (mean); in mitridatite, it is 0.39 A (mean).
These values apply to centroids of all atoms in these related sheets. Transforming the cell
of lanthanum to one with a' :2y/3a: 13.06 and, c: 12.16 A, c/a, :0.931,48 Ia,, all
13 unique cations in lingbanite can be directly compared to invariant atom positions of
La. The difference is A : 0.17 A lrange 0.04-0.33 A). Illngbanite is considered to be an
oxide-stuffed version of the La intermetallic structure.

Five independent Mn3*Ou octahedra exhibit pronounced 4d4 Mn3+ Jahn-Teller distortion.
The average Mn3*-o distances are 1.94 (four equatorial) and 2.27 A (two apical). The
extrema for individual distances of these five polyhedra are I .87 and 239 A.

INrnooucrroN

Few exotic mineral species have engendered more con-
fusion and discussion in the literature than lingbanite.
The sporadic but persistent appearance as an early skarn
mineral of the iron manganese oxide ores in dolomitic
marbles from the Bergslagen district, Viirmland province,
central Sweden, and the presence of at least ten compo-
nents in six earlier chemical analyses that involve five

valence states among transition metals opened the flood-
gates of speculation. LAngbanite was originally named and
described by Flink (1887), and ensuing studies afforded a
great diversity of proposed formulae. Oxidation state was
the principal problem. The only conclusions that could
be reached placed the phase somewhere in the system
CaO-MnO-FeO-MnrOr-FerO.-YrOr-SbrOr-SiOr-MnOr-
sbro5.

The literature on lAngbanite is extensive, and only the
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more definitive investigations will be emphasized. A key
monograph by Magnusson (1930) is the most thorough
treatise on the Lingban (formerly LAngbanshyttan) de-
posits to date. LAngbanite is discussed in some detail, and
Magnusson placed it among the earliest Mn-skarn min-
erals, where it crystallized with rhodonite, ..schefferite,"

and hedyphane. He listed six earlier analyses (number of
independent analyses in parentheses after component
weight percent): H,O 0.32 wto/o (l); MgO 0.40-1.61 (5);
CaO 1.73-2.98 (5) ;MnO 66.29 ( t ) ,31.54-36.82 (5) ;FeO
10.32 ( l ) ;  Fq,O,3.44- la.3 l  (5) ;  Sb,O3 l l .6 l -15.35 (5) ;
SiO, 8.75-12.23 (6); MnO, 26.15-35.15 (5); and Sb,O,
15.42 (l). Clearly, this hodgepodge ofcation oxides sug-
gests a formidable chemical crystallographic problem. Our
plan, therefore, was to obtain electron probe analyses for
a lingbanite crystal and to submit a portion of the same
crystal to X-ray single crystal structure analysis. Knowl-
edge of the elements present and a refined crystal structure
would admit proper apportioning of cations and their ap-
propriate valences over the asymmetric unit.

Moore (1970) proposed an end-member formula for
langbanite: Mn!+Mnl+Sbs*sir+o24, with Z: 3. Although
this formula seemed to resolve many contradictions, no
cell contents are valid without further evidence, in this
case structure analysis. Actually, Moore began structure
analysis as early as 1964, but over the years many new
trials and data sets met with failure. The best convergence
led to R - 0. I 6. Space groups tested includ ed p3l m and
P3lm, the latter shown to be correct in this study. Rau
and Kurkutova (1973) claimed to have solved the struc-
ture of lAngbanite, but their structure was based on the
subcell a' : a/r,/3 and R : 0. 17. In addition, they pro-
posed, among other polyhedra, Mna*Ou octahedra and
Mn3*O, trigonal bipyramids. Our study contravenes their
proposed structure. The chemical crystallographic rela-
tions and drafting of this manuscript were effected by
Moore (P.B.M.), the data measurement and solution by
Le Page (Y.L.), and the structure refinement by Sen Gupta
(P.K.S.).

The structure of lingbanite represents an extreme case
of homometricity. A remarkable paper by Strunz (1944)
presaged the intricate chemical crystallography of lAng-
banite, bixbyite, and braunite. His cell transform was a
serendipitous clue to the genealogy of lAngbanite.ILng-
banite is also related to the complex mineral schairerite,
3Na'SrOrrFuCl, the structure of which was solved by Fan-
fani et al. (1975), a feat in structure solution; probably to
tranquillityite, 6Fe]+ZrrTil*Si3O24, a lunar phase de-
scribed by Lovering et al. (1971); to the sheet in alite,
CarOSiOo, ofJetrery (1952); and to the sheet in mitridatite,
Cau(HrO)u[Fg*O6(PO.)3(PO4)6]. 3HrO, ofMoore and Ara-
kr (1977). This cornucopia of crystal structures possesses
all 13 cations in its asymmetric unit with positions that
are within 0.3 A of centroids in the I-a 1Ce, NA, Am, Bk,
etc.) structure type, which is based on .ch. ..double hex-
agonal" close-packing of cations. Conversely, lingbanite
O anions do not display any resemblance to any sensible
close packing.
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Chernical relations

Because the chemical crystallography of lAngbanite has
such a long and contradictory history, we placed the cart
before the horse and solved the crystal structure first, and
then investigated chemical contents through electron probe
analysis. This proved to be a boon, for we were able to
assess valence states on the basis ofbond distances and
coordination polyhedra.

The chemical analysis was straightforward and appears
as oxides in Table l. No evidence of HrO molecules could
be found by Penfield tube determination, and the com-
pound was assumed to be anhydrous. An average ofeight
independent analyses revealed six elements besides O in
quantity greater than 0.05 w0/0. The cations were assumed
to be Ca2*, Y3*, Fe3*, and Sb5*, with Mn of undetermined
average formal charge. On the basis of 24 O atoms and
l6 cations in the formula unit, a valence balance equation
could be written with only one variable. The solution for
a formula wit (Z : 3) is, in order of decreasing Pauling
radii for cations,

Cafr .]uYfl .S, Mn?.5oMn? j,Fe? j8Sbi:fsSitt?O,4 oo.

On the basis of the refined crystal structure analysis,
cations are grouped accordingly:

tet(Mn61:Ca3.1uY36,)":,oo t0tMnr2to

I6r(MnelFe?lrMnfrirSb!1r)r:r o, riSbi.So

FlMn?to r4lsitto24oo.

Computation of density gives D(calc) : 4.97 g cm-3; this
compares favorably with D(obs) : 4.9 of Ramdohr and
Strunz (1980) and D(obs) : 4.92 of Flink (1887).

The formula shows anion coordination numbers about
cations of 8, 6, 5, and 4. The formulas above support the
end-member formula Mnl+Mn!+ g6s+5i++Or. suggested by

Tlele 1. Langbanite chemical analysis

Weight percent

Component 1

21 .96
1 . 1 1
0.06
8.56

44.21
9 .14

14.36
99.40
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MnO
CaO
Y.o"
FerO.
MnrO.
sio,
sb,o5
Total

22.24

55.66
9.42

12.68
100.00

/Vofe; Column 1 is oxide weight percent, elements with Z greater than
that of O from Cameca microprobe analysis, 15 kV acc€lerating voltage,
25 nA current, wavelength dispersive spectrum (energy dispersive spec-
trum for check), l.M. Steele, operator. The standards were: Si, diopside
(wt. frac.0.2594); Y, YAG (wt. frac.0.4493); Ca, diopside(wt. frac.0.1851);
Sb, Sb,So (wt. frac. 0.7172)i Fe, manganese hortonotite (wt. frac. 0.3439);
Mn, manganese hortonolite (wt. trac. 0.0397). Column 1 is an average of
eight different analyses. Column 2 is oxide weight percent for ideal
Mni+ Mn8+ Sbs*Sir+Or4.
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TABLE 2. Experimental data for langbanite
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a (A)
c (A)
v (A1
Space group
z
Formula
D(calc) (g cm{)
p, (cm-')

Crystal size (pm)
Diffractometer
Monochromator
Radiation
Scan type
20 rcnge
Reflections measured

Crystal-cell data
1 1.s63(2)
1 1 .100(2)
1285.2(3)
p31m
e

Mn!+ yno+ 56s*3i1*Or4 (end-member)
4.946 (end-member)
1  14 .8

Intensity measulements
180 x 180 x 100 ( l lc)
Enraf-Nonius CAD-4
Graphite
MoKc
0-2e
2"-90.
3696

used, again obviating any initial bias. There was no reason
(split reflections, poor mergrng of equivalent reflections,

etc.) to suspect a lower symmetry space group. Such a
procedure, helpful for extremely homometric structures,
is possible only with the recent advent of very high-speed
compurcrs.

When R was reduced to 0.08, refinement was continued
by P.K.S., who succeeded in gradually obtaining conver-
gence to R : 0.065 with anisotropic temperature factors
(Table 2). Bond distances' angles, and polyhedral distor-

tions (e.g., foreshortened shared polyhedral edges) were

especially helpful in appraising the correctness of the

structure refinement.
Earlier communication of the lingbanite study was long

delayed following refinement. Although all traditional

structure and bonding characters appeared reasonable,
some thermal vibration parameters were either nonposi-

tive-definite or unreasonably large. This is especially ap-
parent for atom centroids at level z - 3/q. Note that such

thermal parameters (see below) are considerably dilated
(oblate) in the (001) plane. Many attempts to solve this
problem were made: constrained refinement, difference
syntheses, and even diflerent arrangements of some at-

oms, particularly O(15), 0(16), O(18), O(19), O(20). All

choices of models guided by the difference syntheses led

to even worse catastrophes. It was therefore concluded
that the sheet at z : 3/q is only partly ordered or is the

dominant sheet averaged with at least one other sheet

type. We conclude that the lingbanite model we present

is that of an average structure, a kind of relation which is

observed more frequently as more and more complex
structures are refined to higher levels of precision. Future

reassessment of the structure is certainly warranted, par-

ticularly using a tiny sphere ofabout l-10 pm radius and

a synchrotron or rotating anode X-ray source.
Table 2 outlines experimental details, Table 2a' the

most recent observed and calculated structure factors, Ta-

ble 3 refined atomic coordinates, and Table 3a the aniso-
tropic thermal parameters. Table 4 lists the bond distances
and angles; because the distances are largely arrayed ac-

cording to increasing values, most shared edges appear as
the first and shortest O-O distances for their polyhedra.

Caution must be exercised, however, as high spin da Mn3*
is a Jahn-Teller ion with valence electrons remaining and
its coordination polyhedron is intrinsically distorted.

LANcsA,Nrrn: cHEMTcAL cRYsrALr,oGRAPHrc
RELATIONS

Overview of structure

Despite the fact that llngbanite has a relatively small

cell (V : 1285.2 A'), most of the atoms are in special
positions in polar space group P3lm' In fact, 33 atoms
occur in the asymmetric unit of which l3 are cations (total

I A copy of Table 2a may be ordered as Document AM-91-
467 frorn the Business Ofrce, Mineralogical Society of America,
I130 Seventeenth StreetNW, Suite 330, Washington, DC20036,
U.S.A. Please remit $5.00 in advance for the microfiche.

Unique reflections > 2o(F.) 3654 F. used in refinement
Secondary extinction coefiicient 8.5(4) x 10 'Zachariasen (1968)

R 0.065
R" 0.059

Variable parameters
Goodness of fit (GOF)

Refinement of structule
B:>fl lF. l  -  lF"l lpF.
R- : t>-fl F.l - lF.l)"1>*F3l'"
w: o"(F)
211
2.93

Moore (1970), which shall be the working formula used
in this study.

Crystal structure analysis

Earlier attempts, vide supra, not only failed to converge
with R less than 0. l6 but also supported a profound homo-
metric character among the atoms. The only conclusion
reached was that the space group was P3lm.

Y.L. obtained the most recent data and solved the crys-
tal structure. Although ambiguities remain, vide infra, the
convergence and the bond distance and angle criteria sug-
gest a sensible structure. An outline of experimental data
appears in Table 2. The crystal, a squat hexagonal prism,
was selected from some crystals of sample U.S. NMNH
8-18215. These sharp, lustrous, iron black crystals were
supplied by John S. White, Jr., Curator of Minerals, U.S'
National Museum. A total of 34 reflections with limits
24 < 20 < 36'provided the refined unit-cell parameters
given in Table 2. All data were corrected for Lorentz and
polarization factors and for absorption, the latter based
on an empirical ry' scan. Atomic scattering factors for Sb,
Mn, Si, and O were obtained from Ibers and Hamilton
(1974). A rather large coverage to 20 : 90" for MoKa
radiation was used, resulting in 3654 independent F" used
in the remainder of the study.

Using a NRC VAX crystal structure program adapted
for a Digital 8820 computer, Y.L. deduced the structure
by "brute force." A few of the heavier atoms (Sb, Mn)
whose positions were earlier determined with some con-
fidence were included with one averaged scattering curve
and only variable site population parameters. After sev-
eral iterations, Sb and Mn were allocated to specific sites.
A difference map bootstrapped the process, and with it-
erations followed by new atom additions, all atoms were
located. Individual neutral atom scattering curves were
then introduced. The lowest symmetry group, P3lm, was
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Trele 3. LAngbanite atomic coordinate parameters

Atom R x

z : 0

z :  Va

z :  V z

z :  Ve

0.8312(3)
0.s002(2)
0.34355(5)
0
2h

o.4947(7)
0.34s8(6)
0.1 923(1 0)
0.66e6(8)
0.4879(7)
0.5272(1)
0.3297(1 )
0
rya
0.1 31 7(6)
0.3587(6)
0.6996(7)
0.5441(71
0.5342(5)
0.3252(6)
0.3396(1 )
0.8363(2)
0.4948(1 )
0.1 388(1 0)
0.3308(1 9)
0.7946(29)
0.5293(7)
o.4419(27)
0.1 670(3)
0.5041(2)
0.6680(3)
2h

0

0
0.3284(1 )
0
0
Y3
0
0.1449(7)
0
0
0.1 489(8)
0
0.1 550(1 )
0
Vg
0
0
0
0
0.3291(6)
0.1841(6)
0
0
0.32s2(1 )
0
0
0
0.1 929(7)
0.3127(31)
0
0.1674(2)
0
'/3

0

M0)
M(2)
Sb
o(1)
o(2)
o(3)
o(4)
o(5)
o(6)
o(7)
M(3)
M(4)
s(1)
s(2)
o(8)
o(s)
o(10)
o(11)
o(12)
o(13)
c(s)
M(6)
M(7)
o(14)
o(1s)
o(16)
o(17)
o(18)
M(8)
M(e)
s(3)
o(19)
o(20)

A

J

1
2
rt

3
3
o
3
o
'I

2
3
3
3
3
6
6
3
3
A

3
3
3
b

6
3
o
3
2
1

0.9950(5)
0.9878(2)
0.991 00(fixed)
0.0776(1 6)
0.081 2(1 0)
0.0821(9)
0.0850(6)
0.901s(9)
0.8975(1 1 )
0.8960(6)
0.2s61(2)
0.2593(1 )
0.2286(5)
0.2319(5)
0.2792(71
0.2887(6)
0.2259(8)
0.4348(9)
0.2821 (s)
0.4355(6)
0.4922(31
0.4995(3)
0.4862(2)
0.s605(9)
0.6921 (1 3)
0.7031 (23)
o.s424(7)
0.6940(1 7)
o.7324(2)
0.7212(2)
0.7529(4)
0.7ss1 (1 4)
0.7749(29)

% 0 0 0 . 0 6
3/" 7" 0 0.15
7u O 0 0.16

Tu 0 V4 O.32
7u lu V4 0.16
0 0 V4 0.23
% 7u Vt 0.20

Vu 0 V2 0.12
7u 0 V2 0.04
l" 7" Y2 0.18

Yu 0 Vq 0.20
Tu lu Vt 0.33
% 0 Vt 0.04

Average 0.17 A
Range 0.04-0.33 A

Note.' Atoms in langbanite arranged according to level along [001]. Level, atom designation, equipoint rank (R), fractional coordinates (x, y, 4, invafiant
La positions (La) and difference between langbanite and La positions (A, A computed trom langbanite cell) complete the @lumns. Standard errors in
parentheses refer to the last digit.

of48 cations in the unit cell) and 20 are anions (total of
72 anions in the unit cell) (see Table 3). In this study, we
use M as a symbol for five- and sixfold-coordinated cat-
ions and C for the eightfold-coordinated cation. In our
crystal M and C are principally Mno rnFeo,, and selective
partitioning of Fe3* is suggested later. In many respects,
this large number ofunique atoms hindered a much earlier
solution to the crystal structure, and it was only through
a new analytical technique that Y.L. succeeded in solving
the structure. A description of the profound homome-
tricity, especially noted among the cations, will conclude
this section, where it is shown that all cations mimic the
atomic positions of La to a remarkable degree. In addition,
it will be shown that the lAngbanite structure is based on
the double hexagonal close-packed arrangement of cat-
ions, .ch . in condensed nomenclature or .ABAC . in atom
stacking nomenclature along [00 1].

The structure, albeit complex, can be conceived as the
interlamination of four discrete layers of cations coordi-
nated by anions. As extensive corner and edge sharing
occurs between these layers, each individual cation layer
has associated anions that frequently are also bonded to
an adjacent cation layer. Therefore, each layer is described
by first listing cations and their associated anions. The

remarkable feature is that in this way, each layer is shown
to be represented in other structure types such that the
whole edifice of four layers describes many structure types
already known. The entire ensemble, in effect, embraces
a large number of fundamental building blocks (Ibb) and
modules of other structure types. This number appears to
be enormous and suggests that lAngbanite, perhaps more
than any other structure type, points to the root of struc-
ture type and fbb among minerals. Although this very
complex structure has been solved, sections ofits arrange-
ment will be found to be common to other structures in
the future. In fact, Moore and Araki (1977) presaged the
present study by asserting its relationship to that of the
complex mineral mitridatite, Cau(HrO)u [Fe3+ Ou(POo)-
(PO")dPO,)6l.3HrO, that has 75 atoms in the asymmetric
unit. The unit in brackets of the mitridatite formula cor-
responds to one of the layers in lAngbanite. Here, in this
layer and in the others, we compare an individual layer
to that of lAngbanite through appropriate cell transfor-
mation if necessary. The relationship calculated will be a
diference in atom position, that is, A (A) : lA - B l(T)
where A : ldngbanite atomic coordinates, B : atomic
coordinates suitably transformed for the other structure
type being compared, and T corresponds to lingbanite
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TAELE 3A, LAngbanite anisotropic and equivalent isotropic thermal-vibration parameters ( x 102)

urs U"" B(eq), IrUtzu$u22uu

M(1)
M(2)
sb
o(1)
o(2)
o(3)
o(4)
o(s)
o(6)
o(7)
M(3)
M(4)
s(1)
s(2)
o(8)
o(s)
o(10)
o(11)
o(12)
o(13)
c(5)
M(6)
M(7)
o(14)
o(1s)
o(16)
o(17)
o(18)
M(8)
M(e)
s(3)
o(19)
o(20)

1.67(71
0.88(4)
0.72(2)
1.5(3)
0.6(2)
0.6(2)
0.9(2)
1.8(3)
1.s(3)
1.2(2)

-0.02(2)
0.62(3)
0.8(1)
0.4(1)
0.7(2)
0.0(1)
o.4(2)
0.3(1)
0.s(2)
0.6(2)
1.14(4\
0.73(4)
0.66(3)
2.1(3)
5.2(8)
8.7(14)
1.4(21

14.8(17)
3.43(10)
2.41(7)
0.9(1)
6.0(8)

24.2(45)

ur
0.66(3)

U,,
ur
u,t
ur.
1 .1 (2)

4.31(1s)
1.30(4)
0.60(2)
0.8(5)
0.3(3)
1.0(3)
1.3(2)
1.2(3)
1.4(4)
0.6(2)
0.62(4)
0.55(3)
0.4(2)
1.8(2)
1.2(3)
0.3(2)
1.6(3)
1.6(3)
0.3(1)
1 .1 (2)
0.86(4)
1.45(8)
0.97(4)
0.6(3)
1.5(5)
4.9(1 1)
0.8(2)
4.2(81
0.50(6)
0.81(5)
0.6(1)
0.q4)

- 1 .0(5)

1.1 7(8)
0.39(3)
0.28(2)

'/2 U11

Vz Uu
-0.3(2)

o.7(2)
0.7(3)
0.8(3)
0.7(2)

-0.23(3)
0.30(2)

lz U"
Vz Uu
o.2(2)

-  0 .1 (1)
0.5(2)
0.1(2)
0.50)
0.2(1)
0.7(s)
0.4(4)
0.2e(3)
1 .1(3)
2.7(91
7.2(15)
0.8(2)

1 5.2(1 8)
2.82(11)
1.91(6)
0.4(1)

Vz Uu
Vz Ur

1.29(8)
-0.16(3)
-0.09(2)

0
0
0.0(2)
0.1 (2)
0.0(2)

- 0.1 (2)
o.2(2)

-0.05(3)
0.04(3)
0
U
o.4(2)

-0.0(1)
0.5(2)

-0.1(2)
0.3(1)

-  0 .1 (1)
0.0(5)
0.2(41

-0.15(3)
0.1(2)

-0.8(5)
0.0(10)
0.3(2)
1 .e(10)
0.05(6)
0.17(4)

-  0 .1 (1)

Utz
-0.02(4)
ur"

0
0

ur"
- 0.1(2)
u i3

-0.1(2)
Ura

0.09(3)
0
0

Un

Ur"
Uts
-0 .1 (1 )

0.0(1)
Us
ur"
-0.07(3)
, ,

Uts
-0.0(2)

2.4(12)
Uts

0.19(4)

0
0

1.e0(8)
0.75(3)
0.57(1)
1.0(3)
0.4(21
0.8(2)
0.8(2)
1.3(3)
1.1(3)
0.9(2)
0.23(3)
0.2s(3)
0.5(1)
0.7(1)
0.7(2)
0.2(3)
0.5(2)
0.6(2)
0.40)
0.7(2)
0.78(4)
0.76(5)
0.60(3)
1.2(3)
3.1(7)
4.8(12)
0.8(2)
8.5(1 7)
1.s5(8)
1.31(6)
0.6(1)
3.3(5)

12.s(28)

U,,
u'
1.5(2)

uu
0.0s(3)

U,,
U,,
U,,
uu
ur
u.,
1.0(2)
0.7(2)

uu
ur
0.5s(3)

U,,
uu
ur
1.0(2)

21.6(23)
ur
2.63(8)

uu
ur
ur

0
0

Nofe.. The 4 values are coefficients in the expression expf->:u|il1l Estimated standard errors refer to the last digit, and identities are noted'

cell parameters. We shall see that these differences are
relatively small (< I A) and that there is a close relation-
ship among these structures.

The four unique layers in lingbanite are now consid-
ered. The first, at z:0 (Fig. la), is an ordered brucite-
type layer and embraces a host of structures. The second,
at z : t/t (Fig. lb), corresponds to a layer in mitridatite
and a similar sheet in schairerite. The third, at z: t/z(Fig.

lc), embraces the enormous pyrochlore family, as well as
a sheet ofhexagonal tungsten bronze and alunite, jarosite,
and their kin. The fourth, ar z:3/c (Fig. ld), rather exotic
in appearance, is not rare at all but constitutes the basis
of six independent sheets in schairerite and those in the
very important phase alite, Ca3OSiOo, a principal phase
in the cement industry. Beyond these four sheets or mod-
ules, an additional host of structure types can be found,
created by dissecting or breaking apart the individual
sheets.

Description ofeach ofthe four sheets could constitute
an essay in itself, and one ofthem (at z : Vr) will be singled
out for special discussion. At z :0, a brucite-like edge-
sharing octahedral sheet is ordered, with 3[Sb5*Ou] octa-
hedra and a Kagom6 (6'3'6'3) net of |[Mni*Oro] =
3L[Mn3+OJ edge-sharing distorted octahedra, which cor-
responds to the spinel octahedral sheet normal to [l I l].

The distortions of the M(l)O6 and M(2)O6 octahedra are
similar to each other, vide infra.

The lMni*O6(SiO4XSiOo)rO" sheet occurs at z : t/q.

This module shall be extensively discussed,vide infra.The
f,Mnr2+O.Mn3*O' sheet occurs at z : t/2. Both the
3M(6)3*O, squre pyramids and 6M(7)3*O. octahedracor-
ner link in the plane to form a Kagome (6'3'6'3) net,
|[M|*OrJ. The next longer distance M(6)3'-O(8) : 3.00
A 1 x 2; is deemed too long for a bond. If the M(6)O' square
pyramid is converted into an octahedron, then the unit
1[M3*Or] is created; it conesponds to the l[M3*@o] sheet
in the large alunite-jarosite family and with

LC'z*OrMl*Or2, one of two kinds of sheets normal to [1 I l]
of the structure of the large pyrochlore family. The sheet
at z : t/z in lAngbanite has fragments that are richly rep-
resented in other crystal structures.

The last sheet at z : 3/t was a surprise initially. Its
composition, Mn3+Ou(SiOo)rO,s = Mni*Or(SiOo)rO'rOr,
is similar to that of the sheet at z: t/c, but the polyhedral
arrangement is different. Trigonal trimers of edge-sharing
octahedra share three edges and one central vertex (the
first O, in the sheet formula) and create [Mn]*OO'rl is-
lands. This cluster further links above and below through
O,, of the formula and laterally to other trigonal trimers
by corner sharing (the second in O. in the formula). The
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: t/z.The cations C(5) [= M(5)], M(6), and M(7) and the anions
O(11), O(13), O(14), and O(17) are labeled. Note stippled sheet,
which relates to hexagonal tungsten bronze and the alunite-cran-
dallite families. The entire module is found as one of two sheets
of pyrochlore along I I I I ]. (d) The lingbanite sheet at z : 3/c. The
cations Si(3), M(8), and M(9) and the anions O(15), O(16), O(18),
O(19), and O(20) are labeled. Note Mnl+OO,, islands of edge-
sharing octahedra. This module relates to those in schairerite and
to alite. This sheet is probably partly disordered.Note octahedral edge-sharing nonamers. This sheet is related to

units in mitridatite and schairerite. (c) The lAngbanite sheet at z

(SiO4)3 tetrahedra complete the condensation. As noted
earlier, thermal vibration parameters suggest instability
for this sheet. The strain induced at the edge-sharing tri-
gonal trimeric islands is considerable. For M(8), the O(16)-
O(20)-O(16) angle is 109.9.; for M(9), the O(18)-O(19)-
O(18) is 113.3'. For a perfect planar arrangement of
octahedral trigonal trimers, the angle would be 120.. How_
ever, in both cases, relaxation of strain evidently occurs
by movements of the central O(19) and O(20) out of the
plane.

Comparison of the [Mrfo(TO4)GO4)rO,rl sheets in
lAngbanite, schairerite, and mitridatite

A remarkable sheet ofedge-sharing, octahedral, nona-
meric rings occurs in lingbanite (Fig. lb), schairerite, and
mitridatite. The sheet includes one corner-sharing tetra-
hedron in the center of the nonameric ring and two other
tetrahedra, each of which corner links to three nonamers.
Nine octahedra share nine edges to form the trigonal non-
amer. All terminal vertices of octahedra and tetrahedra
point up or down and associate with adjacent layers.
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; oi;i oiti z.goiri ss.zisi t oizi-o(zla 2'e4(1).'- 83'5(4)
i 6iil-6Fi", t:iliii a6.6i4i r oi+ioieFr 3.060r.. 86.4(5)

;#"s"' t.A;' eo.o 1 o(2)-o(4) 3 23(1) 91 tt+l
6e nr l \

M(1) I o(6)@-u(/')') 3'32(1) 96'0(4)

r M(1)-o(1) 2.16i1) 1 o(2)-o(3}4 3'34(1) ?7-'7(2)
r r',riri-oioi e.roirl r oiev'4s1 :19lll .::91:l
z viri-oisf,', 2.s4(11 t o(sya-91a1 3.62(1) 106'2(3)
z rvriri-oi+i" 2.41(11 t o(21-o1z1ta 3.64(1) 107'9(4)

"u'"i"gb' 
2.30' 

' 
average 3'14 9o'o

2 O(4)(1)-O(5)'1) 2.67(1r ". 68.3(3)
2 O(1)-O(5)(1) 2.96(2)- * 82.2(3)
2 O(4Y't-9161 3.06(1)'" 83.7(3)
2 o(5Yr'-9161 3.32(1) 95.1(4)
2 O(1)-O(4)(') 3.48(1) 99.0(3)
10(5I1)-O(5)(o 3.85(1) 110.5(4)

o(4)(1)-o(4)4) 4.02(1) 112.9(3)
average 3.24 90.0- 

M(3) M(4)

M(3)-O(3) 1.96i(io)t 1M(4)-o(10)(,) 1'e10(9)f

Trale 4. Langbanite polyhedral interatomic distances and angles

z: o Sb M(2)
2 sb-o(4) 1.s63(8) 1 M(2)-9(?) ?'19!11
2 sb-oi7i 1.es7a6i 1 M(2)-o(6)(a ??1-\1,1
1 sb-oisi 2.011i12) 1 M(?)-9(1) ?'?2\11
1 sb-oi3i 2.o1ei8)' 1 M(2)-o(7) ??2\11

averase 1.se2'A 1M(?)'gq}:l ?'?2\1).
1 M(2)-O(3)(4 2'27(1)

angle (") average 2'23
2 O(4)-O(7) 2.65(1)- * 84.0(3)
2 o(4)-o(5) 2.67i1i * e+.+ioi 1 9111-o121- ? 99{11::. 72'1(41
2 o(3)-o(7) 2.71ili.. es.rigi 1 gi9)'{"Loq'{:l ?t^\\1)."-'-' 73'8(3)
1o(4)-o(4)(o 2.soi1i e5.3i3i 1o(3;t'r-s161ta ?99!ll::' 7s'8(3)
2 o(3)-o(4) 2.s4(1) e5.3i4i 1 942)-0(7) ? 9t!11::: 3::191

r nrisi-oiroi 2.o22i11fi 1 M(4)-o(s) 2'008(4)f
z r',risi-oirzi,, 2.128411i+ 1 M(4)-o(8) 2.097(5)f

z: Vt average 2.037 1 M(4)-O(12) 2'224(5)+

z o1to1-b1tzy', 2.63(1)'.' 78.6(5) average 2'030
i oirii-oirii', 2.68i1i.$ 81.oi2i t o(e)-o(s) 2.m(1r * 

4:1:l
r oisl-blirl' z.ostri6 ss.risi r oiro1"-e1121 2.63(1).-' 78'6(3)
r oisi-oisl' 2.78i1i 8e.5i3i 1 oi+;-o1to;t't 2'63(1) - 8s'7(4)
r oiiioiibl 2.B6i1i e1.5a3i 1 oi12)-o(13) 2'74(1r$ 80'8(2)
r oiibplrrl 2.s3i1i eg.ei3i 1 o(to)er-e1131 2'77(1) s0 7(3)
,6i#'oiir),i, i.i+Al 100.2(2) r ois!b(1s) 2.7s(11 86.1(3)
i oisj-oirii', 3.18(1) 101.2(3) t oigi-o(tst ? 99111"$ :1:gl

;J;rG- i.a8' 
' 

eo.2 1 o(4i-o(e) 2'86(1) 9? 9(3)
s(1) 1 oa4)-o(8) 3 07(1) e8'6(3)

3 s(1)-o(8) 1.6;iii 1 o(8)-o(10}4 3'07(1) 100'0(2)
6A t ta \i diii-oiii i.oeizl I o(4)-o(12) 3.07(1) .9!'qtzt' ; '#";; ' '  

i :ot- 1o(s)-o(12) 3'180) 102'3(2)
s o1e)-o]ey, 2.64(11 108.7(4) average 2'86 90'0
s oiri-oiei 2.7142i 110.3(3t s(2)

aie'ragb' 2.67 109.5 3 s(2)-o(12) 1 61(1)
1s(2)-o(2) 1.67(1)

average 1.62
s o1tz1-b1tzy't 2.61(1) 108.6(5)
3 o(2)-o(r2) 2.69(1) 110.3(3)

average 2.65 109'5
c(5) _.ug).,

1c(s)-o(15) z.zzb(s) 1M(7)-o(11)o 1'869(4)t
i;i;i-oiri' i.zostsl t tvtizi-o(tz1'a 1'870(11)t
z cisi-oirzl z.zetiai 1 M(7)-o(13) 1'e04(11)t

Miai-oiai r.sszizlt 1 M(4)-o(4) 1'e53(7)t
visioiril r.gs+iror 1 M(4)-o(13) 1'es0(7)t

1 M(4)-O(4)
1 M(4)-o(13)

i ciii-oirsi 2.3o4igi 1 M(7)-o(17) 1's3500)t
i cisi-otrri z.c+sitbl 1 M(7)-o(12) 2'307(6)t
r ctsi-oirri z.qcaiat' 1 M(7)-o08) 2'371(281+

z: vz average 2.319 average ?'9!9,., -,
2 o(13)-o(14) 2.55(1f * 65.0(2) t 911s;bqz1- ? 99!1[:: 87'0(5)
zoirsi-oirzi z.ooiri* og.oisi 19!11):!9!!1' ?91!ll:". 9::J9l
t6iiii-6ii;i i.oiiri... 6o.ei3i r o(ttya-e(12i 2.68(1).! 7s'0(4)
i oir+ioirsi z.ooizi.a 6s.3i6i 1 oa17i-o08) ? 9!!11.$ :191?:)
ioiq{,iiit' z.osiri$ os.+igi t o(ttv'-e1131 2'72(1) . s2'4(4\

o n  E / r \

toiieidiib t.8iiri,a zz.tisi r oirzi-orrsr 2.74(1).$ 80.5(4)
; 6ir;'oiiil 

' 
z.e6t1)'s 77 .s(2) t oit zi-o(r z)o 2'78(11 99'stsl

ar)e'ragb 
' 

2.68 70.8 1 o(tzya-q16; 2'84(8r$ 77'3(13)
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Taate 4-Continued

2 M(6)-0(14I1)
2 M(6)-O(13)o)
1 M(6)-O(16)

average
2 O(13I1)-O(14)1)
2 O(14y't-9116;
1 O(14I1)-O(14I4)
1 O(13I1)-O(13I4)
2 O(13I1)-O(16)

average

M(8)-o(20)
M(8)-o(5)
M(8)-O(15)
M(8)-o(14)
M(8)-O(16)(3)
M(8)-O(16)(4
average
o(16)@-0(20)
O(16)ro-91291
o(s)-o(20)
o(14)-O(16)(,)
o(14)-o(1s)
o(14)-O(16)(,)
o(14)-O(20)
o(5)-o(15)
o(5)-o(16)3)
o(15)-O(16)(4
o(1s)-o(16)G)
o(5)-o(16)(a
average

M(6)
1.8e2(6)t
1.e00(8)t
2.31 1(26)+
1.979
2.55(1)- *
2.63(3)'$
2.78(1)
2.83(1 )
3.34(3)
2.83

M(8)
1.s88(8)t
1 .900(1 1)t
1.946(22)I
1 .936(10)t
2.211(22)+
2.211(22)+
2.032
2.51(3r *
2.s1(3)'*
2.63(2)
2.$(3r$
2.66(2)'$
2.63(3)"$
2.87(31
2.82(2)
3.1 e(3)
3.35(3)
3.35(3)
3.1 e(3)
2.86

s(3)
1.54(5)
1.56(3)
1 .61(1)
1 .56
2.37(101
2.5e(8)
2.60(3)
2.66(3)
2.54

1O(13)-O(18)
1O(11)(4-O(18)
1O(12)-O(17)
1O(12)-O(14(a

average

3.20(3)
3.28(4)
3.28(1)
3.29(1)
2.89

96.4(25)
100.8(13)
101.3(4)
102.s(4)
90.0

72.3(121
78.0(1 0)
84.7(5)
7e.e(7)
89.1(5)
80.1(6)
s2.8(5)
93.4(5)
98.7(6)
se.7(14)

110.7(14)
100.0(7)
90.0

84.6(4)
76.7(9)
s4.6(5)
96.2(3)

104.5(9)
90.3

z : V t
73.0(s)
73.0(e)
85.1 (1 0)
78.4(71
86.4(6)
78.4(7)
94.0(10)
94.4(6)

101.4(7)
1 07.1 (9)
1 07.1 (9)
101 .4(7)
90.0

99.7(26)
'114.2(28)

1 1 0.0(1 1)
1 1 5.3(1 1)
109 .0

M(e)-o(1s)
M(s)-o(7)
M(e)-o(15)
M(9)-O(17)
M(9)-O(18)
M(9)-O(18)(')
average
O(18;or-9119;
o08)-o0e)
o(7)-o(1s)
o(17)-O(18)
o(15)-O(17)
o(17)-O(18)(')
o07)-o(1e)
o(7)-o(15)
o(7)-o(18)
o(15)-O(18)(1)
o(15)-o(18)
o(7)-o(18I1)
average

M(s)
1.s36(3)t
1 .951(7)t
1 .es7(1 2)t
2.006(8)T
2.1 53(e4)+
2.390(1 03)+
2.072
2.58(s). ""
2.s8(sr *
2.62('t)
2.68(7)-$
2.81(2).$
2.84(8)'$
2.85(2)
2.87(1',,
3.15(7)
3.1 7(8)
3.17(9)
3.30(8)
2.88

2 S(3)-o(18)
1 Si(3)-O(16)(4
1 s(3)-o(6)

average
2 O(16)'a-O0 8)
1 O(18)-O(18)G)
10(6)-0(16)(a
2 0(6)-0(18)

average

Nofe.' Under each atom heading are listed bond distances [in increasing order of magnitude except M(8) to be compared with M(9)] and angles.
Estimated standard errors refer to the last digit. Equivalent points refer to Table 3 and appear as superscripts in parentheses: (1) - y, x - y, zi (2) y
- x, - x, z; (31 y, x, z; (4) -x, y - x, zi (5) x - y, - y, z.

. Shared edges between polyhedra.
't Shared edge at same level.
t Eouatorial bond.
+ Apical bond.
$ Shared edge at adjacent level.

Rather detailed descriptions with many sketches were
given by Fanfani et al. (1975) for schairerite and by Moore
and Araki (1977) for mitridatite. Schairerite has 56 atoms
in the asymmetric unit, and mitridatite has 75. All three
structures belong to polar symmetry groups. The unit for-
mulas for the nonameric sheets can be written

lingbanite Mn!+Ou(SiOoXSiO4)rO,s P3lm
schairerite Na;*4(SO4XSO4)rO'8 P3lm
mitridatite Fef+Ou(POo)(PO4)rOr8 Aa.

These sheets are normal to c*, c*, and a*, respectively.
We propose to compare these sheets through direct as-

sessment of their differences (A, A) in atom positons by
fixing one site in each structure, namely the corner-linking
tetrahedron in the center of the nonamer. These corre-

spond to S(1), S(3), and P(7) in the three structures, re-
spectively. As the sheets themselves belong to polar groups
and as all 48 atoms in the mitridatite sheet are unique,
the positions of the central tetrahedra in the three struc-
tures were set to (0.250, 0.000, 0.000) after the following
cell transformations. The transformed cell translations are
primed.

Mitridatite is monoclinic clinohedral (polar) with space
gtotp Aa, a: 17.53, b : 19.35, c : 11.25 A, 0 :95.84',
a sin B : 17.46 A and the cell contains 4{Cau(HrO)u
[Fe! *Ou@Ou)(PO4)rGO4)6]' 3HrO]. Six sheets occur along
[l00]: .Ca-Fe-Ca-Ca-Fe-Ca.. Note thatb/r/3: I l . l7 -
c: 11.25 A. fnis sheet is markedly pseudotrigonal, with
average c' : ll.2l A. As Hngbanite has four sheets, a' :

% x a sin P : 11.64 A. An orthohexagonal cell is defined,
that is, b' : Vj c' : 19.42 A. Schairerite, trigonal polar
with space group P3lm, a: 12.20, c: 19.26 A, and cell
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TABLE 5. Comparison of differences (A) for schairerite and mitridatite with respect to lengbanite

L  S  A (A )  M ^ (A) L S A(A) A (A)

o(2)
o(3)
o(4)
o(8)
o(6)
o(7)
o(10)
o01)
o(12)
o(16)
o(14)
o(1s)
o(18)
o0s)
o(20)
o(221
o(23)
0(241
o(38)
o(3s)
0(421
o(37)
o(40)
o(41)

o(3)
o(4)
o(4)
o(3)
o(4)
o(4)
o(3)
o(4)
o(4)
o(11)
o(13)
o(13)
o(11)
o(13)
o(13)
o(11)
o(13)
o(13)
o(e)
o(e)
o(e)
o(10)
o(10)
o(10)

Fe(1 )
Fe(2)
Fe(3)
Fe(4)
Fe(5)
Fe(6)
Fe(7)
Fe(8)
Fe(9)
P(7)
o(25)
o(27)
o(28)
o(26)
P(s)
o(33)
o(34)
o(35)
o(36)
P(8)
o(2s)
o(30)
o(31)
o(32)

M(3)
M(3)
M(3)
M(4)
M(4)
M(4)
M(4)
M(4)
M(4)
s(1)
o(1)
o(8)
o(8)
o(8)
s(2)
o(2)
o(12)
o(12)
o(12)
s(2)
o(2)
o(12)
o(12)
o(12)

Na(1)
Na(1)
Na(1)
Na(1' )
Na(1' )
Na(1' )
Na(1' )
Na(1' )
Na(1' )
s(3)
O(3a)
o(3b)
o(3b)
o(3b)
s(3')
O(3a')
o(3b)
o(3b')
o(3b)
s(3')
O(3a')
o(3b')
o(3b)
o(3b)

0 .18
0.18
0 . 1 8
0 . 1 8
0.18
0.18
0.18
0.18
0 . 1 8
0.00
0.22
0.23
0.23
0.23
0.36(0.98)
3.53(0.90)
o.71
o.71
0.71
0.36(0.97)
3.53(0.91)
o.71
0.71
o.71

o.44
0.39
0.41
0.31
0.36
0.41
0.44
0.41
o.27
0.00
0.s0
0.21
0.21
0.23
1.33(0.98)
4.41(0.90)
0.33
0.25
o.22
1.33(0.97)
4.41(0.91)
0.24
0.36
0.15

o(6b)
o(6c)
O(6c)
o(6b)
o(6c)
o(6c)
o(6b)
O(6c)
O(6c)
o(4b)
o(4c)
o(4c)
o(4b)
O(4c)
O(4c)
o(4b)
o(4c)
O(4c)
F(3)
F(3)
F(3)
F(1)
F(1)
F(1 )

0.75
o.71
o.71
0.75
o.71
0.71
0.75
o.71
o.71
0.42
0.45
0.45
o.42
0.45
0.45
0.42
0.45
0.45
0.51
0.51
0.51
0.78
o.78
0.78

0.57
0.49
0.53
0.52
0.51
0.60
0.47
o.42
0.47
0.40
o.44
0.27
0.52
0.48
0.33
0.58
0.60
0.50
0.49
0.55
0.55
0.18
0.29
0.27

Note: Differences, A (A), for schairerite (S) and mitridatite (M) with respect to langbanite (L) cell are given. See text for references to atom coordinates.

Vafues for inversions of certain tetrahedra are given parenthetically. The sheets cbmpared correspond to z : V4 in the real langbanite cell.

contents 3Na,SrOrrFuCl, has seven sheets along [001].
Therefore, a' : %c: 11.00, b' : r/3a : 21.13, and c' :

a : 12.20 A. fne orthohexagonal cell of llngbanite is 4'
:  c  :  l l . lo ,  b ,  :  ar /3 :  20.02,  c ,  :  Q:  I1 .56 A.

The cells to be compared in orthohexagonal setting are

a' b' c' a':b'ic'

l ingbanite 11.10 20.02 11.56 0.554:l:0.577
schairerite I 1.00 2l .13 12.20 0.521:l:0.577
mitridatite 11.64 19.42 l l.2l 0.599:l:0.577.

Obviously, differences among these cells arise from quite

different compositions among the compounds, from the
collapsing ofdifferent kinds ofsheets, and from differences
in charge.

All pertinent atom coordinates were transformed ac-
cordingly. The value of A (A) was calculated with respect
to the transformed lAngbanite cell (a' x b' x c') for all
cations and anions in the sheets. Table 5 lists these dif-
ferences for 48 atom positions. The two Si(2) tetrahedra,
each of which links to three nonamers, point in the same
direction, but in the opposite direction for S(3') of schai-

TAELE Sa. Difterences of schairerite and lAngbanite atom coordinates from those of invariant lanthanum

Schairerite

I a (A) Atom A (A)

54 0.16
v, o.2o
s4 0.17
a4 0.44
a4 0.12
o4 0.2'l
v, o.23

c 3 " / u %
c 3 l u o
C 6 l u l "

8 1 0 0
B 2 % %
B 3 y " %
8 6 7 " %

c 3 7 u 7 ,
c 3 l " O
c 6 3 / e l u

s(4)
Na(4)
Na(4')

z : u A

z: u/, S(2)
s(2)
Na(6)
Na(6)

z :  r 4

0.11
0.20
0.40

s(7)
Na(5)
Na(5')

A 3 7 u 0 r / ,
A 3 l " l u ' A
A 6 "/" "/u l,

B l O O ' l
B 2 % % " / ,
B 3 % " / u 7 ,
B 6 7 u ' / u 2 4

A 3 7 u 0 " h
A 3 ' / u l u " A
A 6 T e I " " / ,

8 1 0 0 %
B 2 % % o h
B 3 l u T u ! ,
B 6 I u l u o +

z : Y

z : " , 1

z :  l i

0.05
0.44
0.25
o.24

o.12
0.26
0.34

0.15
0.23
0.19
0.10

z : 'A  S (1 )
s(1')
Na(7)
Na(7')

7h 0.10
'h 0.39
l? o.2s

Average 0.22 A
Range 0.05-0.44 A

s(5)
Na(3)
Na(3')

s(6)
Na(2)
Na(2')

s(3)
s(31
Na(1)
Na(1')

Note-.Atom coordinates from this study for langbanite and from Fanfani et al. (1975) for schairerite. The z coordinates for polar schairerite were

increased by 0.056. Cations are arrayed iccording to fractional heights in z. The sequence of columns is atom site, stacking sequence (S)' equipoint

rank (R), invariant point for lanthanuin (l), differenie A (A) based on langbanite and schairerite cells, respectively. Some layers in La were shifted to

accommodate schairerite.



rerite and P(8) and P(9) of mitridatite. Therefore, ap-
proximate calculations were included in parentheses, as
if these tetrahedra were reversed. Four sets of atoms fall
into this category. Of the remaining 44 atoms, ten cations
have average A:0.16 A for schairerite and 0.34 A for
mitridatite, and 34 anions have average a : 0.57 A for
schairerite and 0.40 A for mitridatite. The grand average
is 0.48 A lrange 0.00-0.78 A) for schairerire and 0.39 A
(range 0.00-0.60 A) for mitridatite.

Comparison of La atoms to lAngbanite
and schairerite cations

The llngbanite structure is based on a simple principle:
the double hexagonal close-packing ( ' ch.) ofcations along
the c-axis. It is based on the La structure type which is
assumed by 33 phases, including intermetallic compounds
and elements such as the lanthanides Ce, Gd, I-a, Nd, Pr,
Sm and the actinides Am, Bk, Cf, Cm, as tabulated by
Villars and Calvert (1985). La has P6r/mmc, Z : 4, a:
3.770, c : 12.159 A; 2l.a(l) in (2a) 3m (000), 2I-a(2) in
(2c) 

-6m2 
(Yt,2/t,t/e). Transforming the a-axis to a' : 2{5a

: 13.06 A, an expanded cell with (2rl-3)'z(4): 48 La atoms
occurs. The axial ratio is c/a' : 0.931. This corresponds
to c/a:  11.10/11.56:0.960 for  l t rngbani te.  Table 5a
lists the invariant points of the transformed La cell and
the diference (A) between analogous atomic positions of
La and llngbanite calculated with respect to the ltngbanite
cell. The remarkable feature is that the 13 unique cation
positions in lAngbanite are those ofthe invariant La atom
positions, with average A :0.17 A, and a range of 0.04-
0.33 A. Except for the brucite-like layer at z : 0, the
anions in lAngbanite offer no suggestion ofdense-packing
principles.

This same treatment was applied to the schairerite
structure as determined in the elegant study of Fanfani et
al. (1975) and calculated as the difference between the
positions of the .chhchhc. invariant model and those of

Tlau Sr-Continued

Langbanite

A (A)

t 4 t7

the 24 independent cations. The differences, A, are based
on the schairerite cell and also appear in Table 5a. Again,
an array ofclose-packed cations appears, with average A
: 0.22 A and a range of 0.05-0.44 A. ttrls relationship
between lingbanite and schairerite is all the more re-
markable when it is realized that the two compounds are
chemically unrelated and their bonding is distinct; in ad-
dition, their parageneses-one occurs in an evaporite brine,
the other in a well-developed skarn-are wholly unrelated.
Again, there is no evidence that the anions are based on
principles of closest packing. The |[M3*Tr@ru] sheet of
octahedral nonamers 2I z : t/q in lingbanite also occurs
as the principal sheet in mitridatite (yet a different para-
genesis) and as one ofthe seven unique layers in schair-
erite. The important phase, CarOSiOo or alite, has an
average structure based on nine layers that resemble the
remaining six layers in schairerite and the layer at z : t/t

in llngbanite. The difference calculations were not per-
formed on this sheet because the Jeffery 0952) model for
alite is only approximate. The alite cation packing se-
quence is 3'chh. per cell translation.

Cation close-packing schemes

A possible chemical crystallographic kinship of l6ng-
banite to braunite, tetragonal Mn?+Mn?/Si1*Oro, was sug-
gested by Strunz (1944). He found that the cubic cell anal-
ogous to bixbyite, upon suitable hexagonal cell
transformation (b), mimicked the lingbanite (l) cell. We
used the value a : 9.4146 A, space group Ia3, and cell
contents 16a-(Mno.nrFeoor)l*O, of bixbyite as reported by
Geller (1971): 4O) : 1,r/2y/3/2)a: I 1.53, c(b) : (2{3/
3)a : I 0. 8 7 A, c (b) / a (b) : zVZ / 3 : 0.9 43. Our lingbanite
cell yields cl)/a(l): 0.960. Relative to lingbanite, the
transformed bixbyite cell parameter differences are La:
-0.03,  Lc:  -0.23 A.

Despite these similarities, the structures are only re-
motely related. In the full bixybyite hexagonal cell, a(b)
: r/2a: 13.31, c(b): r,,Ba: 16.31 A and there are six
cubic closest-packed cation layers; .cc', with intersheet
separation of 16.31/6 : 2.72 A. In lAngbanite, the c-axis
translation includes four closest-packed cation layers in
double hexagonal close packing, .ch., with an interlayer
separation of ll.l0/4 : 2.77 A. It was discovered that
filled cation layers at z : h,2/z in armangite, with space
group P3, cell contents llrMnSfAs ?ilCo*O,.ry',* (HoOr), and
a: 13.49, c : 8.86 A (see Moore and Araki, 1979 for a
description of this curious anion-deficient fluorite deriv-
ative structure with cation .c. layers, in their Fig. 2b) bear
uncanny resemblance to the bixbyite layers parallel to
(lll). Even the polyhedral distortions are similar, al-
though armangite is a Mn2* compound, whereas bixbyite
is a Mn3* compound. The formidable formula for ar-
mangite includes three ordered cation vacancies (!), l8
space-occupying lone pairs ry' associated with As3*, and
the disordered extraneous atoms in parentheses. Arman-
gite, like ldngbanite, bixbyite, and braunite, is a I2ngban
mineral.

In all structures here discussed, the packing principle is
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z : %

z : %

z : %

z : 3 / o

M ( 1 ) A 3 %
M ( 2 ) A 6 %
s b A 3 7 "

M(3) B 3 Tu
M(4) B 6 7u
s ( 1 ) 8 1 0
s ( 2 ) 8 2 %

c(5) A 3 7u
M ( 6 ) A 3 %
M(7) A 6 "/u
M ( 8 ) c 3 %
M(9) C 6 y6
s ( 3 ) c 3 %

o o l
2/ O/

0 y n

O y o
% v ,
g l o
2/  1 /

n 2 /

0 7 0
2/ 2/
/6 /1

0 y n
1/  3 /

n 3 /
Average

Range

o.12
0.04
0.18

0.20
0.33
0.04
0.17  A
0.04-0.33 A

0.06
0 .15
0 .16

o.32
0.16
0.23
o.20
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Taele 6. LAngbanite shared polyhedral edges
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Layer

36
72
50

Sum 144
36
72

b' t2

Sum 126
36
24
72

Sum 132
36
72
1 8

Sum 126
Total 528

Note.' Each successive cation layer is listed according to fractional co-
ordinates z; A: polyhedral edges, A, : equipoint and atom designation,
Az : number of edges per polyhedron; B : edges shared in cell, 81 : in-
plane, Br: between-plane; C : edges shared in cell; D : total edges in
cell. Further note that 81 + B, : C and C/D x 1 00 : 45.5ol", the percentage
of edges shared

based on the close packing of cations. In many arrange-
ments, the cations are not by themselves based on any
such packing principles, at least according to prevailing
dogma. Because descriptions of inorganic crystal struc-
tures are traditionally based on anion close packing, such
structures in the past were obscured through discussion
of anions only. Volume packing efficiency, Vu, in horta-
tive. Here all atoms of one kind, say anions (4) or cations
(X), in a unit cell are divided into the unit-cell volume;
V.canbe directly related to an ion's radius. In the close
packing of spheres, the proportion of space occupied by
spheres is r'lv/T8. What about the volume packing effi-
ciency? This can be easily expressed by noting that the
sphere's volume, 4/3rr3, must be multiplied by the recip-
rocal of the space occupied by spheres in close packing,
e.8., Vu: (/hrr3)(r,48/r) : 4t/2r'. Thus, for Pauling
radii 116102- : 1.40 A, V"/Or- : 15.52 Ar; and for 16]3,-
: 1.84 A, V./S'- :35.23 A'. In oxysalts, the calculation
divides the total number of close-packed ions in the unit
cell into the unit cell volume. What about radius ratios
that are considerably Ereater than the lower limit? For
octahedral coordination ofanions about cations. rt/r :

0.414. For t6rca2+r61o2-, r*/r-: 1.00/1.40 : 0.714. Thus
in 4CaO, Fm3m, a : 4.81 A, V,/O'- : 27.8 A', corre-
sponding to rO2- : 1.70 A. Clearly, radius ratio is only a
very rough predictor ofcoordination number. And a par-
adox remains: ionic size has very little meaning, other
than some effective means of tabulating values for future
additivity relationships (such as bond distances). We shall
bypass this paradox by concentrating only on packing
efficiency.

Polyhedral distances and distortions

Emphasis so far has been placed on the four unique
sheets that comprise lAngbanite's structure. Yet the sheets
are not insular entities but are linked to adjacent sheets
through sharing of corners or edges or both. No shared
faces occur in the llngbanite structure. The shared corners
and edges were obtained in the following way: The indi-
vidual sheets (Figs. la to ld) immediately gave the in-
plane linkages ofshared corners and edges. The between-
plane shared edges were counted by constructing a matrix
and consulting Table 4 ofbond distances and angles. In
this manner, edges within the plane of a sheet and edges
between the sheets could be counted. All polyhedra in the
unit cell were isolated to derive the count of total poly-
hedral edges in that cell. An inventory, layer by layer, is
given in Table 6.

Ofa total of528 available polyhedral edges for cations
coordinated by anions in the l[ngbanite cell, 240 (45.5o/o)
are shared between polyhedra. The remaining 54.5o/o of
available edges, which includes all 36 tetrahedral edges of

[SiOo], are not shared. For the brucite-like sheet at z : 0,
no edges are shared between the sheets. The greatest num-
ber of shared edges is associated with the fundamental
hexagonal alunite-jarosite'*M6o sheet at z : t/2, where the
largest number ofbetween-plane shared edges (66) occurs.

The shared edges are noted accordingly in Table 4 of
polyhedral distances and angles. All distances for indi-
vidual polyhedra are arrayed according to increasing dis-
tance values unless indicated otherwise. The O-M-O' an-
gles are listed according to the corresponding O-O' edges.
From cation-cation repulsion effects across shared edges
according to Pauling's (1960) third rule, the cations will
move away from each other. This will force a polyhedral
distortion with shortening ofthe polyhedral shared edge(s)
relative to the unshared edges and diminution of poly-
hedral angle(s) associated with these shared edges. This
trend can be immediately recognized in Table 4. There-
fore, arranging polyhedral distances and angles according
to increasing values makes good sense because the shared
edges and associated angles should occur toward the tops
of individual polyhedral entries.

Finally, the apical elongation and equatorial compres-
sion expected for the Jahn-Teller ion 4da Mn3+ O octa-
hedron deserves comment. The Mn3*Ou octahedra occur
at z : Yt,|z, %. Without exception, the two in-plane Mn3*-O
elongate apical distances for each polyhedron occur at z
: t/q and 3/e; lwo between-plane Mn3*-O elongate apical
distances for each polyhedron occur at z: t/zwrth respect
to the central Mn3* cation. In addition, all nine unique
O-O' polyhedral in-plane distances (: r'* in Table 4) for
Mn3* are shorter than all the 15 unique O-O' between-
plane distances (: $ in Table 4) for each Mn3* polyhedron.
These (** and $) and the apical (a) and equatorial (e)
distances are so designated in Table 4. One polyhedron,
M(6)3*Os, is a distorted square pyramid, with average
M(6)-O : 1.896 A for four equatorial distances and
M(6)-O(16) : 2.31t A for the sole apical distance. The

B,A2

z : 0  3 M ( 1 )
6 M(2)
3 S b

z: Vq 3 M(3)
6 M(4)
1  s (1 )
2 s(2)

z: Vz 3 C(5)
3 M(6)
6 M(7)

z:3/c 3 M(8)
6 M(9)
3 s(3)

1 2
1 2
1 2

1 2
1 2
6
b

1 2
8

1 2

1 2
1 2

b

1 8

I
Sum 108

1 8
36
1 8

1 5
24
0
0

36
1 2
36

1 5
30
0

240

30

36
't32



M(3;:*-g and M(4)3*-O distances do not display the pro-
nounced elongate square bipyramidal character expected
of Mn3*Ou, and we speculate that Fe3* reported in the
probe analysis occurs extensively at these sites. The av-
erage M-O distances of M(7)3*, M(8)r*, and M(9)3* as-
sumed to be nearly pure Mn3* sites are Mn3*-O : 1.936
for the equatorial average ( I 2 individual distances in toto),
2.274 A for the apical average (six individual distances
in toto), and 2.049 A for the polyhedral average.

The C(5) (C for cube) site has cubic coordination with
longer distances. It presumably accommodates Mn2* and
minor Ca2* and Y3*. The average distance is C(5)-O :
2.319, close to the value 2327 A found for a similar site
in braunite, Mn2+Mn3+Si4tO,r, by Moore and Araki (1976).
All 12 edges of C(5)O, are shared with other polyhedra.
The most pronounced distortions occur for the M(l)r*Ou
octahedron. Pronounced cation-cation repulsion efects
occur for two opposing edges shared with highly charged
Sb5*O6. Edge distances for M(l)Ou range from short O(4)-
O(5) : 2.67 A shared with SbO6, whereas O(5)-O(5) :
3.85 A, and O(a)-O(4) : 4.02 A are the longest edges.
These distances span the opposing SbOu octahedra. The
bond distances M(l)-O(5) :2.34 and M(l)-O(4):2.41
A are also unusually long distances for I6lMn2*-O, again a
consequence of cation-cation repulsion. Noteworthy is the
angle O(4)-M(1)-O(5) : 68.3'associared wirh rhe O(4)-
O(5) : 2.67 Adistance, for the edge shared between M(1)
and the Sb5* polyhedron.

Asymmetric units of lAngbanite and
related structures: a comparison

All structures that we now compare are based on se-
quences ofcation close packing as follows: cubic fluorite
and bixbyite, .c. and 'cc. along I I l]; trigonal armangite,
'c. along [001]; trigonal lingbanite, .ch., a four-layer re-
peat along [001]; trigonal schairerite, 'chhchhc., a seven-
Iayer sequence. We use the condensed nomenclature, with
the sequences ofcubic close-packed layers designated .c.
(= ABC) or the hexagonal closest-packed sequence des-
ignated 'h' (= ABA). In principle, layer sequences of
diferent types are identical in volume-packing efrciency
for equal spheres. To a first approximation, therefore, we
shall compare these different arrangements in the mineral
crystals.

The respective structures were referred to unit cells with
hexagonal geometries. The asymmetric unit chosen for
comparison is a wedge that includes one-sixth of the cell.
Populations at its vertices (x fractional occupancy for
stoichiometric balance) are (xy): (0, 0) x yu, (Yr, 0) x %,
(Yr, Yr) " 

'/o, (%, V') x '/r. These add up to /6 + V4 + y4 +
t/r: L An atom on a bounding line of the wedge is x'1.
An atom inside the wedge is x l. In addition, individual
layers are given symbols in full closest-packing nomen-
clature A, B, or C. Heights along z are given fractional
coordinates. The five structures whose cation loci are fea-
tured appear in Figures 2a-2e.

Figure 2a shows fluorite referred to a hexagonal cell.
Fluorite has q: 5.46 A, space group Fm3m, Z: 4.The
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hexagonal parameter a(h) was doubled for stoichiometric
reasons, so a(h) : 2',/2a: 15.44, c(h): r/3a:9.46 L.
There are 4(2),({2),({3){3/2 :48 CaF, in the hexag-
onal cell or Yu(48): 8 CaF, in the wedge which contains
8 asymmetric units of structure. The ratio c(h)/a(h) :

\f3/2\/2:0.6125. All Ca atoms, which are fixed points,
are drawn in Figure 2a as solid circles. Only some of the
F positions are included. Note that CaF, cubes were drawn.
Fluorite is based on .c. packing ofcations.

Figure 2b shows bixbyite structure relations referred to
a hexagonal cell. Bixbyite has a : 9.415 A, space group
Ia3, andcell contents l6Mnl+O.. The parameter c(h) was
halved for the l centering and for comparative purposes,
but the full-cell z fractional coordinates appear in Figure
2b. Thus a(h) : tf2a: 13.30 A, c(h) : t/,t/3a: 8.15
A, and c(h)/a(h) : 0.6125.Ideal invariant close-packed
positions appear as crosses and cation positions as solid
circles in this figure. The hexagonal cell has
32(\/2)'(%\/-3)V3/2 :48 Mn3* or t/u(48): 8 Mn3* in the
wedge which contains four asymmetric units. Note that
doubling of the z-fractional coordinates leads to a close
correspondence with invariant Ca positions in fluorite.
Wells (1975) gives a related presentation of these anion
deficient fluorite structures. Note that the shifts of Mn3*
cations from invariant close-packed positions are small.
The cell with halved c(h) is based on .c. packing of cat-
rons.

Figure 2c features the cation asymmetric unit of the
complex armangite crystal structure. No transformations
are required for this complex trigonal structure which has
space group P-3, a -- 13.491,c : 8.85 5 A, an d c/ a:0.6564.
This astonishing structure has all unique cations,
Cl/;Mn?r,.;Jr,rMnl+Asl+, or 8 cation positions including tr
: ordered vacancy, in its asymmetric unit. Moore and
Araki (1979) gave a mean value for A : 0.26 A (range
0.00-0.63 A) for nine unique cations, where A is the dif-
ference from perfect closest-packed invariant positions.
Note that halved z coordinates in parentheses can be di-
rectly compared with those of the bixbyite unit having
full c in Figure 2b.

The most remarkable feature is the relation between
the positions of cations in bixbyite to those equivalent
cation positions in armangite. This can be easily expressed
by writing out the hexagonal cell contents (cation sum :
48): bixbyite M(l) '* M(l);* M(l)3* M(l)e* M(2)2*
M(2):* M(2)e* M(2)e* M(2)e* M(2)?*; armangite C4*
M(l}+tr3 M(2)?* M(3)e* M(4)?* M(5)e* As(l)!+ As(2)?"
As(3)f". In bixbyite, 0/48 or 00/o ofthe cations are missing
from the close-packed frame. In armangite, 3/48 or 60/o
of the cations are missing. In bixbyite, 24/96 or 25o/o of
the anions are missing. In the armangite structure, 42/96
or 44o/o of O anion positions are vacant. Occupied anion
positions have a mean value of A:0.46 A (range 0.15-
0.89 A) as a measure of the difference from perfect closest
packing. The mean cation charge for bixbyite is +3.00;
for armangite, it is +2.29.

These relations, i.e., comparison of cation sites of dif-
ferent charges and a rather close approximation ofposi-
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positions ofbixbyite cations with those offluorite. (c) All cations
in the armangite asymmetric unit are shown. These can be com-
pared directly with fluorite, or with bixbyite by halving the heights
which are given in parentheses. Again, note the tight fit with
positions of closest-packed centroids shown as crosses. (d) All
cations and anions in the lAngbanite asymmetric unit. The A and
B layers are dashed, C is in hexagonal centers. This arrangement
and that of e are rotated r/6 radians with respect to a{. Note
the tight fit of cations and the scatter in anion positions with
respect to nodal centers. The sequence for cations is .ch .

;jlliii: i -_t+<1-',,ry;i;;1/zO p'M(t).00 U(Z).OZ.xA
1/zlz

A
A\-  

' rL ' 'vL 'A 
M(z) ' l

B^\- 
//.6

%ld[-uril.rr

Fig. 2. The outline (0 0; Vz 0; Vz t/z; and 2/: Yr) of related cells.
Those of lAngbanite and schairerite are asymmetric units. Ar-
mangite is an asymmetric unit, and the metrically related com-
pound cells ofbixbyite and fluorite are also presented for purposes
of comparison. (a) The compound cell of fluorite features 8Ca at
z : 0, t/t, an.d2/2. Sonie F positions are included. The cubic closest-
packed layers are designated at the nodes by A, B, and C. The
[CaF,] cubes along [111] are sketched in. (b) Compound cell of
bixbyite cations. The centroids for perfect closest packing appear
as crosses. The heights correspond to the full bixbyite cell and
must be doubled to compare with fluorite. Note the tight fit of
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Fig.2-Continued. (e) All cations and anions in the schair-
erite asymmetric unit. Instructions follow d. The unit contains
14 cations in a sevenJayer repeat. (Note 14 x % : 8 as in
lAngbanite.) Note the tight fit of cations and the scatter in anion
positions with respect to the nodal centers. The sequence for
cations is .chhchhc'.

tions to those of close-packed invariant points and a wide
difference among anion occupancies, speak strongly in
favor of a cation-dominated structure model, even though
the compositions and stoichiometries of bixbyite and ar-
mangite are markedly different.

Figure 2d (lingbanite) and Figure 2e (schairerite) are
for true asymmetric units, of the same space group, P3 I z.
Inspection of these figures and requirements implicit in
the space groups show that the asymmetric units are ro-
tated by il6 radinns around the c-axis with respect to the
structures in Figures 2a-2c. The ltngbanite structure has
four layers of type .ch. (: .ABAC.), and its asymmetric
unit contains eight cations. Note that (2/f/-3)a: 13.35 A
for llngbanite, compared withfZa: 13.30 A for bix-
byite. This is the key relationship found by Strunz (1944).
In Figures 2d and 2e,lhe A layers as well as the B layers
are connected by dashes. The C layers reside in the hex-
agonal windows which remain. Stoichiometry is also sat-
isfied for schairerite. It has Na..S, or (63 + 2l)/6 : 14
cations in the asymmetric unit. As schairerite has a seven-
repeat layer structure and as lAngbanite has a four-repeat
unit, then 14(4/7): 8 cations occur for the same aliquot
as in lingbanite.

Relation to close-packing among cations in these struc-
tures was discussed in considerable detail (cf. Tables 5
and 5a). Figures 2d and 2e show cation centroids as solid
circles and anion centroids as crosses. The contrast pattern
is striking: whereas the cation positions are very similar
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to those ofideal closest-packed centroids, the anions show
no such relation. We are forced to conclude that all such
structures discussed in this study are based on principles
of cation close packing.

A colrrvrnNr

Of the large number of so-called close-packed struc-
tures, very few of the more complex examples have been
proven to be such by any means. The result is a plethora
of ill-defined structures. As a frrst approximation toward
a more sensible set of relations, we have focused on (l)
36 connection within the plane, (2) stacking sequence nor-
mal to that plane, and (3) the parameter, A (A), as a
measure of the difference between the perfect closest-
packed scheme and the real structure. A crucial decision
may involve Dirichlet domain analysis (David and David,
1982; Moore, 1989).

Expression of close packing solely on the basis of the
larger anions has been perpetuated through an abundance
of early crude structure determinations. Many of these
early determinations were first selected on the basis of cell
parameters that suggested closest-packed anion geome-
tries. Thus the structures ofdiamond, sphalerite, rocksalt,
spinel, the olivines, and the humites were among the ear-
liest minerals whose structures were solved. The first
structure solution of bixbyite, a-MnrOr, created a contro-
versy (Glusker et al., 1987). The relative sizes of cations
and anions (radius ratio) and theirrespective formalcharges
were major factors. To this day, anion dense packing is
stressed, presumably because the radius of O'z is larger
than those of the cations concerned, €.9., O'- ions pack
closely and the cations fit in the interstices. The closest-
packed frame is stressed in reports of structures, and only
rarely is a mention bestowed upon the dispositions of the
interstitial cations. The cations, too, have geometrically
fixed positions in the close-packed model, but these are
rarely compared with those of ideal close packing.

Size alone seems to have relegated cations as interstitial
ions. Is it possible that cations could provide the close-
packed frame? This occurs in the myriad of antistructures
where cations and anions are switched when referred to
a structure type, e.g., CaF, (fluorite)-Olir. Particularly
inconclusive are the radius ratio relations L8tCa2+/I4tF- :

l. l2/1.31 : 0.855 and r8ro2-/r41li* : 1.42/0.59 : 2.407.
(All radii in this paper, unless otherwise stated, are from
Shannon and Prewitt, 1969.) But if ionic radius has any
meaning, what about charge per unit surface area? Here
the classic model is taken literally: ions are charged spheres.
Only 260lo of the structures mentioned in Deer et al. (1966)
are close packed, a particularly bad batting average.

It appears that, beyond radius ratio, there is another
key relation: in a compound X!"6;n, there are interac-
tions of the types (X-X'), (Q-Q') and, (X-O). The first two
are designated repelling Coulomb forces; the last, we call
attracting Coulomb forces. Conventional wisdom declares
that the attracting forces must exceed the repelling forces.
But this says nothing about the arrangements ofions. For
example, what if (X-d) are strongly attracting but (X-X')
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Trer-e 7. LAngbanite bond valences and assorted bond sums
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Anions

o(1) o(4)o(2) o(3) o(5) o(6) o(7)

M(1)

M(2)

M(3)

M(4)

M(7)

M(8)

M(e)

c(5)

M(6)

Sb

s(1)

s(2)

s(3)

3(7")
0.3s9(x 1)-

X 3 J

%
0.870(x 1)-

X  1 J

3(%)
0.359(x 1)-

x 3 l

%
0.895(x 1)-

x . tJ

2.00
(+1.s)

1.97
2.00

(+1.5)

2(7")
0 .271 (x  1 ) '

x 2 [

%
0.588(x 1)-

x  1 l

u/u

0 .717 (x  1 ) -
x  l l

76

0.1 94( x 2)-
x  1 l
%

0.285(x 1)-
x ' l l

"/u
0.580(x 1)-
x  1 l

2(7)
0.229(x 2l-

x 2 !

2.00
(+7.0)

1 .87
2.O8

(+11.2)

"/u
0.675(x 1)-

X  1 J

5/ 5/
/6 /6

0.852(x 2)-  0.738(x 1)-
x  1 .1  x  1J

%
0.359(x 1)-

"  1 l
2(%l 2(7")

0 .315(x  1 ) -  0 .315(x  1 )  '
x 2 I  x 2 l

h
0.583(x 1;-

x  1 l

-/a

0.768(x 2)-
x  1 l

P 2.00
(+2.6)

B 1 .95
KM 2.00

(+2.6)

Anion sum
(l)

2.00 2.00
(+9.9) (+4.7)

1.82 1 .91
2.08 2.08

(+14.3) (+8.9)

%
1.057(x  1 ) -

x  1 l

2.00
(-2.41

2.05
2.00

(-2.41

2.00
(+1.0)

1 .98
2.08

( + 5 . 1 )

Note.' Bond valences and multiolicities show horizontal arrows for cation-valen@ sums and vertical arrows for anion-valence sums. The valence sums
calculated according to Pauling (1929) (P), Brown (1981) (B) and Kampf and Moore (1976) (KM) conclude the anion sums. The Brown (1981) sums are
used as a reterence, deviations from which are given in parentheses as percent. Pauling and Brown bond strengths (valences) are given as bond
entries.

are strongly repelling? Is it possible that X atoms can
arrange in space to maximize mutual separations yet con-
serve (X-d) attraction? We postulate that repelling ions in
a given confining space adopt the same configuration as
attracting ions in that same confining space. The asserted
configuration is based on close packing. This has certain
implications. It suggests, on the one hand, anions (d -

Q') can assume closest packing with cations at interstices
to optimize (X-Q) attractions. Nothing can be said about
the dispositions ofthese cations. On the other hand, there
is a region beyond which cations adopt close packing, but
nothing can be said about the anions other than that their
configurations optimize (X-f) attractions.

From this, three classes of crystal structures can be con-
ceived which are concerned with close packing. In the
first, anions define the close-packed frame with unspeci-

fied cation positions at interstices. In the second, cations
define the close-packed frame with unspecified anion pop-
ulations coordinating to them. These first two models
stress the structure-antistructure, e.g., CaF2-OLi, duality.
The third possibility is that cations and anions are indis-
tinguishable, as in the MX rocksalt-type structures. It is
interesting to note that the vector sets for the first two are
the same according to position but differ in density and
that the loci of M and Xin the third are indistinguishable
both according to position and density. The structure-
antistructure model, stressed by O'Keeffe and Hyde (1985),
may well provide the impetus to explore Ewald's (1973)
electrostatic energy ofa crystal as a vector space.

It is concluded, with the abundance of both simple and
complex structure types, that are based on the close pack-
ing ofcations rather than ofanions and with the extraor-
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T ABLE 7 -Continued

o(8) o(s) o(10) o(11) o(12) o(13) o(14)

M(1 )

M(2)

M(3)

M(7)

c(5)

M(4)

M(8)

M(e)

M(6)

Sb

s(1 )

s(2)

s(3)

2(y")
0.393(x 1)-

, 2 !

%
1 .028( x 3)-

x  1 l

2.00
(+10.5)

1 .81
1.67

(-7.71

%
0.549(x 1)-

x  l l
2(%)

0.498(x 1)-
x 2 I

v6
0.272(x 1l-

X  l J

%
0.479(x 1)-

x  l J
2(%)

0  655 (x  1 ) -
x 2 I

1 .50
(-  16.2)

1 .79
1 a q

(-2.2)

%
0.518(x  1 ) -

x  1 l

2("/")
0.737(x 1)-

x 2 l

%
0.178 (x  1 ) -
X  1 J

%
0.362(x 2)-

X  1 J
%

0.284(x 1)-
X  1 J
%

0.232(x 1)-
x  1 J

%
1.057(x 3)-

X  1 J

2-50
(+28.9)

1.94
2.00

(+3.1)

la
0.523(x 1)-

x  1 l
y6

0.668(x 1;-
x  l l

3/^

0 '610 (x  1 ) -
x  1 l

2/ 2/
/a la

0.250(x 2)-  0.180(x 1)-
x  1 l  x  1 .1

% 2(v)
0.675(x 2)- 0.689(x 2)-
x  l J  x 2 !

1.85
( -12 .71

2.12
2.09

(- 1 .4)

1 .95
( -10 .1)

2 .17
2 . 1 6

(-0.5)

P

B
KM

1.75
(-3.8)

1 .82
2.00

(+9.9)

Anion sum
(D

1.75
(- 1 e.4)

2 . 1 7
2.00

(-7.8)

dinarily diverse mimicry of successive sheets of hngbanite
to those of such similar units that are both simple and
complex, that our understanding ofthe origins of structure
type per se is poor and a huge field offurther investigation
15 Open.

Bond valence and bond strength sums for lAngbanite

It is often asked if bond length-bond strength corre-
Iations have much meaning in contemporary crystallo-
$aphic studies. After all, structures can now be refined
to a high level ofprecision. The Pauling (1929) electro-
static valence rule applied to predominantly ionic crystals,
at least historically, is easily the most famous for quick
checks of the plausibility of structures. It served very well
in the early period of inorganic structure analysis when
relatively simple compounds involving spherical (closed

shell) ions were studied, deviations from anion neutrality
being less lhan lYu electrostatic unit (esu). In more recent
times, with the appearance of ever more complex stnrc-
tures, the rule of Pauling appears to have fallen out of
favor. These rules seem to work for spherical ions but are
not helpful for systems involving lone-pair cations and
the somewhat related cations exhibiting Jahn-Teller dis-
tortion ofthe bonded anion polyhedra. The advantage of
the Pauling rule is its simplicity: it is based on individual
bond strength computed from cation charge divided by
the coordination number (the anions bonded to that cat-
ion). Essentially, the rule involves integers and, as such,
constitutes a kind ofaverage or tendency. The deviation
ofbond strength sum about an anion tends to be related
to deviation ofbond length from the cation-anion poly-
hedral average. Arraying the cations in ltngbanite ac-
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TABLE 7-Continued
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o(15) o(16) o(17) o(18) o(19) o(20).
Cation sum

(-)

M(1 )
M(2)
M(3)
M(4)
M(7)

M(8)

M(9)

c(5)

M(6)

0.592(x 1)-
x  1 i

2(3/6:)

0.513(x 1) '
x 2 I

7e

0.305(x 1;-
x 1 1

1 .75
(-8.e)

1.52
2.00

(+4.2)

2(Tu)
0.293( x 2)-

x 2 !

%
0.230(x 1)-

x 1.1

2("/")
0 .610(x  1 ) -

x  1 l
0.737(x 1)-

x . l l

"/u
0.501(x 1)-

x  1 l

%
0.263( x 21-

x  . l l

1 .75
( -17 .1 )

2 . 1 1
2.O0

(-s.5)

0.200(x 1)-
x  1 l

2("/")
0 .191(x  1 ) -

X  1 J
0.340(x 1)-

X  1 J

%'1.284(x 2)-
X . IJ

Anion sum
0)

2.50
(+23.8)

2.02
2.00

(- 1 .0)

3(y6)
0 .610 (x  1 ) -

X 3 J

1.50
(-18.0)

1 .83
1.75

(-4.4)

3(%)
0.597(x 1)-

x 3 1

1.50
( -  16.2)

1 .79
1 .75

(-2.21

1.56
1.86
2.83
2.93
3.18

3.06

2.74

Sb
s(1)
s(2)
s(3)

P

B
KM

4.70
3.95
4.07
4.84%

1.214(x  1 ) -
x  1 l

2.60
(+28.1)

2.03
2.00

(- 1.s)

cording to formal charge and coordination number, six
distinct categories emerge: t81M'?*-C(5); t61M'z*-M(l),M(2);
t6M3*-M(3),M(4),M(7),M(8),M(9); I51M3+-M(6)' t4rT4+-
S(l),S(2),S(3); and t6rSb5+-Sb.

A variation of the Pauling electrostatic valence rule was
suggested by Kampf and Moore (1976) to explain pro-
nounced deviations from neutrality when the spherical
model was applied to bermanite, Mn2*(HrO)o[Mn]+(OH),
(POJJ. The most pronounced deviations involved Mn3*-
O bonds. The four equatorial bonds (short) were empir-
ically assigned s:7/12 esu, and the two apical bonds (long)
were assigned s : %z esu. The sum of all six square bi-
pyramidal bonds gave 4(,lr) + 2(y,r):3.00 esu, the ionic
charge on Mn3+. An empirical assignment has been made
for the Mn3+ tetragonal pyramrd as well. This is s : %z
esu for the equatorial bonds and s : fr, esu for the apical
bond. The sum of five bonds is 4(y,r) + l(f,r):3.00 esu.
These assignments are appealing, as the equatorial bond
strengths for the square pyramid should lead to shorter
distances than those for the square bipyramid, and the
apical bonds should be about the same length. This is
what is observed in Table 4.

The bond valence rule ofBrown (1981) proceeds from
fitted constants for a particular bond pair and the indi-
vidual observed bond distance, which are put into an
inverse power or logarithmic function from which bond
valence is calculated. The sums of the bond valences to
cation and anion approximate the charges on the respec-
tive ions. These calculated charges can be compared with
the individual bond valences to estimate deglees of un-
derbonding and overbonding to the ions.

The recipes for Pauling bond strength sum, the modified
Pauling sum of the Mn3* prolate ellipsoids as given above,
and the Brown bond valences were calculated. We in-
cluded the Brown bond valences in Table 7 and used the
Brown bond valence sums as the reference to compare
with the other calculations. The first sums are based on
the bond strengths of Pauling (P), the second sums cor-
respond to the Brown (B) bond valences, and the third
sums correspond to the prolate sphere model of Kampf
and Moore (KM). A difference, A (70), was taken between
each ofthe 20 unique anions referred to the approximate
Brown bond valence sum. and the remainder was ex-
pressed in parentheses as percent in Table 7.



The contrast is striking. The Pauling spherical model
has average magnitude difference of 12.10/o with range lA I
: 1.0-28.9o/o. For the Kampf and Moore (1976) prolate
sphere model, the magnitude difference is 4.9o/o with a
range lAl :0.5-14.3o/o.In the Brown (1981) model, dis-
tances that are longer than the corresponding Pauling bond
average are often called underbonded, and those that are
shorter are called overbonded.

This may explain the unusually short Si(3)-O(16) 1.56
and Si(3)-O(18) 1.54 A wittr normal 5(3)-0(6) 1.61 A in
Table 4. The atoms O(16) and O(18) are associated with
unusually long Mn3*-O distances, that is, they are sub-
stantially underbonded; however, S(3)-O(16) and Si(3)-
O(18) give s: l.2l and 1.28 esu, respectively. This is
supported by the Kampf-Moore model, where all differ-
ences, Apo, are within 2.5o/o for all Si(3)-O bonds. In this
and the Brown models, 0(16) and O(18) are very nearly
neutral, suggesting that octahedral 4d5 Fe3+ at the M(8)
and M(9) sites may not be stable and that lAngbanite owes
its stability to the 4da Mn3* square bipyramidal cation.
The O(10), O(19), and O(20) anions are extremely un-
dersaturated (A : -0.50 esu) for the Pauling model. Each
of these anions is coordinated by three Mn3* cations. The
anions receive the short equatorial bonds and are more
neutralized thereby, using the Brown and the Kampf-
Moore models in Table 7.
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